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closed them. We remained standing throughout (he interview -the General resting one hand upon (he mantel. When I had concluded he looked towards Mr. (irnndy, who made no response to what 1 had urged, and advised him to drop (he matter, to which the latter assented and. immediately withdrew. Between neither of these, gentlemen and myself was the subject over revived.
Two remarkable circumstances signal'r/od the -opening of the session. Mi\ (May and TNIr. "Webster, the principal leaders of the party in opposition to the Administration, who had parted in the Senate Chamber, when (he previous session broke, up, with apparently uu usual cordiality and mutual confidence, now met. on the. same door and on (he eve. of a great-political struggle with every indication not. only ol: alienation but. of (ho indulgence on the side of each of feelings reciprocally hostile and defiant, ami by the aid of one of these, leaders, backed by eight of his sympathizing colleagues, against the strenuous efforts of the other, and to his great annoy ance, a partisan motion made, by one of the friends of (he President was carried, to (he. surprise of (he uninitiated, by a vote of (hut. body in which the Administration-—which proverbially repelled neutrality--was supposed to be in a hopeless minority. These occurrences, so extraordinary at a time, when parly feeling was un usually bitter and when (he lines of party den arkation were very sharply defined, I shall endeavor to explain.
The course pursued by Mr. Webster, at (he previous session, upon the passage of Mr. (May's bill for the pacification of South Carolina, was described in my closing observations on nullification, but (here were features in the. proceedings (here, related bearing upon the sub ject before us which were not brought sulliciently (o view for our present design. In the absence of direct evidence, of the cause of so sudden and so great a change in the relations and purposes of tho--e gentlemen, which is now not to be expected, we can only look for its solution (o contemporaneous occurrences in the course and con duct, of (he parties which shed light upon (he subject and of the (ruth of which we have reliable proof. To do justice to these will extend this digression to a greater length than was intended, but I can not doubt that temperate, and well considered accounts of the acts of men who are des(iued (o figure, largely in our history, on occasions conceded to have been both intricate and important, proceeding from contemporaries who had good opportunities to po-se--s themselves of (he truth and who can not, at the, time when their report is made, be under any adequate, motive lo misrepresent it, \\511 be of great interest lo the men of the present time ami instructive to (hose who come after (hem. Of Mr, Webster's predetermination (o oppose Mr. Clay's bill and to do (hi- without a \ery particular examination of or > tTupuIoti:- regard to the extent of (he concessions

